
Story 
ACT I:  

- Begins in the mine of a mining village 
- Aurora is told to mine and she hates it 
- She runs off to an old abandoned cavern 
- Aurora enters the mine/cavern and discovers “Allspark” 
- Magic empowers her to mine and craft the best of weapons tools and armor  

ACT II 
- She takes the power back to the tribe and they reject the new ways 
- Elder shames her and casts her out 
- She runs away and finds the enlightened village and discovers that they knew about this 

power all along. 
- They can mine with many different techniques even better than her. 
- She learns from them as them mine side by side. 
- The Mentor takes her under his wing and allows her to grow more than she could ever 

dream 
- The Mentor sees her potential and encourages her to go back to her tribe and spread 

the magic. She’s says it’s impossible and he responds with “Impossible is just an opinion 
not a declaration”  

- She returns to her tribe to share the power with them. They are not into it, she gets upset  
- She tries to push and them in a more forceful and violent manner. 

CLIMAX: Mythic Tools break 
- She is left alone 

ACT III 
- Someone young from the tribe who was close with Aurora follows her and asks her 

about what she just saw.  
- Aurora believes she is unable to help and teach the young one (or anyone) 
- Inspired by Aurora The Young One speaks to her: “impossible is nothing” 
- Power then suddenly surges through Aurora’s hands: they turn purple and they begin to 

sift through the dirt. She is overcome with curiosity and goes over to a rock to discover 
she can mine with her bare hands. 

- It is in this moment she beings to educate the next generation. Her power to mine 
becomes just as important as her power to inspire/educate other people. 

- More and more people come every day as the enlightenment grows.  
 

 


